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Abstract

The development of the Internet has been generating more and more demands for online

distributed systems. There are many technologies and tools developed that are suitable for build-

ing such systems, such as CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) and Java.

Agent technology is another ongoing effort for developing scalable distributed systems. It focuses

more on the cooperation and the knowledge sharing among progïams. This thesis reviews the

existing agent theory and one of the ACLs (Agent Communication Language) - KeML (Knowl-

edge Query and Manipulation Language). It also reviews alavapackage called JATLite, which is

designed as a common framework for building agent-based systems that speak KeML. A web

based agent system is designed and implemented with JATLite using Java. This system accom-

modates the common needs for communication and interaction in an education system, and pro-

vides users with personalized environment and tools which help them with their daily functions.
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Chapter I Introduction

GHAPTER 1 Introduction

Since the introduction of the World Wide Web and the Internet, the world has witnessed an

incredible boost in the use of distributed systems. Many technologies and tools have been devel-

oped to support this trend. Among them, agent technology is an important one. This thesis will

demonstrate the application of agent technology by building a web based education system called

AEA (Adaptive Education Agent) system.

1.1 Internet Explos¡on

The Intemet came into existence in late 1970's as an outgrowth of the ARpAnet. Since then,

the Internet has revolutionized the computer and communications world. The invention of the

telegraph, telephone, radio, and computer set the stage for this unprecedented integration of capa-

bilities' The Internet is at once a world-wide broadcasting capability, a mechanism for informa-

tion dissemination, and a medium for collaboration and interaction between individuals and their

computers without regard for geographic location.

Users of the Internet and especially of the World Wide Web (WWW) are growing exponen-

tially. For the second half of 1993, the Web had a doubling period of under 3 months, and even

today the doubling period is still nearly every 5 months. The great popularity of the Internet

makes it a universal platform for thousands of interactive software svstems.

I4/eb Based Agent Systern using Java



Chapter I Introduction

1.2 Software Agent

The soffware world is one of great richness and diversity. Thousands of software products are

available to users today, providing a wide variety of information and services in a range of

domains. While most of these programs provide their users with significant value when used i'
isolation, there is increasing demand for programs that can cooperate to exchange information and

services with other programs and thereby solve problems that cannot be solved alone.

Agent-based software engineering was invented to facilitate the creation of software able to

cooperate. In this approach, application programs are written as soffiuare agents, i.e. "software

'components' that communicate with their peers by exchanging messages in an expressive agent

cornmunication language" fKetchpel 94].

More about agents and agent communication languages will be presented later in chapter 2.

1.3 Java

The Java programming language is a general-purpose, object-oriented programming lan-

guage. It has many advantages which make it easy to develop multi-agent software based on the

Internet, e.g. platform independence, multi-threading, database access capability, convenient net-

work programming and web browser integration. lava Develop Kit I.2 (JDKI.2) is deployed in

this development, which uses the main Java packages such as java.io, java.lang, etc. and other

additional packages, such as javax.servlet and javax.swing. More detail will be presented later in

clrapter 7 and chapter 8.

Web Based Agent System using Java



Cltapter I Introduction

1.4 Design Goal

The goal of this thesis is to demonstrate the application of agent technology and tools by

building an online multi-agent system. This system is called Adaptive Education Agent (AEA)

system. The agent system is designed to enhance the interactions among members of a traditional

education system using instant messaging and course-specific news groups. The agent system

provides an assignment and marking system to eliminate the paper work and decrease the circula-

tion time. By collecting and classifying the information from all units of this education system,

the agent system provides users with personalized environment which makes information access-

ing and processing more efficient. The structure and methodology used in this project could be

suitable for building similar agent systems for large institutions to enhance their efficiencies and

performance by distributing role-oriented agents within the institution. The role-oriented agent

acts as a personal assistant by doing jobs that could be pre-defined and time consuming for the

role, such as searching for a document among internal documents of the institute, or responding to

requests from other roles according to the knowledge base the agent has without this role's effort.

1.5 Overview

Tlre remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 is anintroduction on agent

technology and KQML (Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language). Chapter 3 introduces a

program package called JATLite. Chapter 4 introduces JDBC and mSQL. Chapter 5 introduces

server side scripting and CGI. Chapter 6 deals with the design of the protocol for the system.

Chapter 7 provides the design of the client agent. Chapter 8 covers the design of the service agent.

Chapter 9 is the conclusion and future work.

Web Based Agent System using Java



Chapter 2 Agents and KQML

CHAPTER 2 Agents and KQML

2.1What is an Software Agent?

There are many definitions of software agent by agent researchers trying to divide today's

software world into agents and non-agents. As described in the previous chapter, software agents

are "software 'components' that communicate with their peers by exchanging messages in an

expressive agent communication language" lKetchp el 94]. Another popular definition is "An

agent is a software entity which functions continuously and autonornously in a particular environ-

ment, often inhabited by other agents and process fshoham 97f".In Shoham's definition, the

requirements for continuity and autonomy derives from the expectation that an agent be able to

cany out the user's activities in a flexible and intelligent manner that is responsive to changes in

the envirorunent without requiring constant human guidance or intervention. Ideally, an agent that

fuirctions continuously over a long period of time would be able to learn from its experience. and

cooperate with other agents.

To fuither classify agents usefully, the following listed properties are usually used by agent

resealchers.

Table 1: Possible Agent Properties

Property Meaning

reactive responds in a timely fashion to changes in the environment

Web Based Agent System using Java



Chapter 2 Agents and KQML

Table 1: Possible Agent Properties

Properfy Meaning

autonomous exercises control over its own actions

goal-oriented does not simply act in response to the environment

temporally continuous is a continuously running process

communlcatrve communicates with other agents, perhaps including people

leaming changes its behavior based on its previous experience

mobile able to transport itself from one machine to another

flexible actions are not scripted

character believable "personality" and emotional state

Agents may be classified according to a subset of these properties. The first four properties

apply to all agents; the addition of other properties produces useful classes of agents such as

mobile agents and learning agents. There are also other possible classifying schemes, such as

according to the tasks agents perfonn.

All software agents are programs, but not all programs are agents. For example, web-based

searching and filtering "agents" deploy a one-time query answering mechanisms so they don,t fit

the property that agents are continuously running processes. As another example, typed-message

agents are distinguished from other types of software by their ability to communicate using a

shared message protocol such as KQML. In this shared message protocol, at least some of the

message semantics are typed and independent of the applications. In other words, this protocol is

peer-to-peer protocol. This differentiates typed-message agents from client/server type of soft-

ware in which a client/server protocol is used to communicate amone modules.

Web Based Agent Systetn using Java



Chapter 2 Agents and KQML

2.2 KQML - Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language

2.2.1 Agent Gommunication Language (ACL)

The main advantages of agent technology is that agents communicate with others using an

expressive comrnunication language and thereby work together cooperatively to accomplish com-

plex goals. The researchers in the ARPA Knowledge Sharing Effort have defined the components

of the agent communication language (ACL) which consists of three parls - vocabulary, an inner

language called KIF (short for Knowledge Interchange Format), and an outer language called

KQML (short for Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language). An ACL message is a KeML

expression in which the arguments are terms in KIF formed from words in the ACL vocabulary.

The vocabulary of ACL is a large dictionary of words appropriate to common application

areas' Each word has an English description for a human to understand its meaning; and each

word has formal annotations written in KrF for programs to use.

KIF is a prefix version of first order predicate calculus, with various extensions to enhance its

expressiveness. It provides both a specification for the syntax of a language, and a specification

for its semantics. I(IF can be used to support translation from one content language to another, or

as a comrlon content language between two agents that use different native representation lan-

guages. Because of the independence of KIF's semantics, each message transmitted among agents

has to include any implicit information about the sender, the receiver, the time of the message,

and so on. The efficiency of communication can be enhanced by providing a linguistic layer in

which context is taken into account. This is the function of KeML.

L'[/eb Based Agent Systent using Java



Chapter 2 Agents and KQML

2.2.2 KQML

Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (KQML) is a languagethatis designed to sup-

port interaction among intelligent software agents.

Communication takes place on several levels. Being able to locate and engage the attention of

another agent with which an agent wishes to communicate is one paft of the process, and packag-

ing a message in a way that makes it sharable among agents is another.

'When 
using KQML, a software agent transmits content messages, composed in a language of

its own choice, wrapped inside a KQML message. The content message can be expressed in any

representation language and written in either ASCII strings or one of many binary notations.

I(QML implementations ignore the content portion of a message excepr to recognize where it

begins and ends.

KQML is expected to be supporled by a software substrate that makes it possible for agents to

locate one another in a distributed envirorunent. Most current irnplementations come with custom

environments of this type; these are commonly based on helper programs called routers or facili-

tators' These environments are not a paft of the KQML specification. A facilitator is an agent that

perfonns various useful communication services, e.g. maintaining a registry of service names,

forwarding messages to named services or routing messages based on content.

The I(QML language allows KQML messages to carry useful infonnation, such as the names

and addresses of the sending and receiving agents, a unique message identifier, and notations by

any intermediate agents. There are also optional features of the KQML language which contain

descriptions of the content: its language, the ontology, and some type of more general description.

Tlrese optional features make it possibie to support environments to analy ze, rotJte and deliver

messages based on their content, even though the content itself is inaccessible.

Web Based Agent System using Java



Chapter 2 Agents and KQML

The forms of these parls of the KQML message may vary,depending on the transport mecha-

nism used to carry the KQML messages. In implementations which use TCP streams as the trans-

poft mechanism, they appear as fields in the body of the message. In other transport mechanisms

the syntax and content of these message may differ. For example, in the E-mail implementation of

KQML, these fields are embedded in KeML mail headers.

The set of performatives fonns the core of the language. It determines the kinds of interactions

one can have with a I(QML speaking agent. The primary function of the perfonnatives is to iden-

tify the protocol to be used to deliver the message and to supply a speech act that the sender

attaches to the content. The performative signifies that the content is an assertion, a guery, a com.-

mand, or any other mutually agreed speech act.It also describes how the sender would like any

reply to be delivered.

2.2.3 KQML String Syntax

As mentioned, a KQML message is also called aperformative. Aperformative is expressed as

an ASCII string using certain syntax. In performatives, parameters are identified by keywords,

which are called parameter names. The parameter names must begin with a colon (:) and precede

the corresponding parameter value.

The syntax of KQML is based on a balanced parenthesis list. The initial element of the list is

the performative; the remaining elements are the performative's arguments as keyword/value

pairs.

Following is KQML string syntax,

<performativ"> "= (<word> {<whitespace> :<word><whitespace> <expression>}*)

<expression ::= <word> | <quotation> <string> | (<word> {<whitespace> <expression>}*)

<word> ::= <character><character>*

8
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Chapter 2 Agents and KQML

<character> ::= <alphabetic> | <numeric> | <special>

<special>::=<>l =l *l -l"ltl&l^l-l_l @l$l X | :1. I I | ?

<quotation> ::='<expression> |,<comma_expression>

<comma-expression> ::= "<stringchar>*" | #<digit><digit>*"<ascii>*

<stringchar> "= \<ascii> | <ascii>-\-<double_quote>

Note: "8" means any number of occurrences, "-" indicates set difference, and ..1,, means a

choice "OR".

2.2.4 KQML Semantics

The semantic model of KQML is a simple, uniform context for agents to view each others,

capabilities' Each agent manages a KB (Knowledge Base). Communication with the age't is with

regard to its KB, e.g., questions about what a KB contains, requests to add or delete a statement

from the KB, or requests to use knowledge in the KB to route messages to appropriate agents.

Tlie implementation of an agent may use a database system or a special d,ata structure as a

vI(B (Virtual Knowledge Base), as long as wrapper code translates that representation into a

k'owledge base abstraction for other agents to understand.

The statements in a VKB can be classified into two categories: beliefs and goals. An agent's

beliefs contain information about itself and its environment, including the VKBs of other agents.

An agent's goals contain states of its environment that the agent will act to achieve. performative

definitions make reference to either or both of an agent's goals and beliefs. Agents exchange their

content of VKB using KQML, but statements in VKBs can be represented by languages other

than KQML.

Web Based Agent System using Java



Chapter 2 Agents and KQML

2.2.5 Reserved Pedormative Parameters

Table 2: Reserved Performative Parameters IKQML Speciflcation]

Keyword Meaning

:content the information about which the performative expresses an attitude

:force whether the sender will ever deny the meaning of the performative

:in-reply-to the expected label in a reply

:language the name of representation language of the :content parameter

:ontology the name of the ontology (e.g., set of term definitions) used in the
:content parameter

:recerver the actual receiver of the performative

:reply-with whether the sender expects a reply, and if so, a label for the reply

:sender the actual sender of the oerformative

2.2.6 Reserved Peformative Names

Table 3: Reserved Performative Names for sender S and recipient R IKQML Specification]

Name Meaníng

achieve S wants R to make somethins true of their environment

advertise S is particular-suited to processing a performative

ask-about S wants all relevant sentences in R's VKB

ask-all S wants all of R's answers to a question

ask-if S wants to know if the sentence is in R's VKB

ask-one S wants one of R's answers to a ouestion

break S wants R to break an established pipe

broadcast S wants R to send a performative over all connections

broker-all S wants R to collect all responses to a performative

broker-one S wants R to get help in responding to a performative

deny the embedded performative does not apply to S (anymore)

Web Based Agent System using Javø t0



Chapter 2 Agents and KQML

Table 3: Reserved Performative Names for sender S and recipient R IKQML Specification]

Name Meaning

delete S wants R to remove a sround sentence from its VKB

delete-all S wants R to remove all matchins sentences from its VKB

delete-one S wants R to remove one matchins sentence from its VKB

discard S will not want R's remaining responses to a previous performative

eos end ofa stream ofresponses to an earlier query

error S considers R's earlier message to be mal-formed

evaluate S wants R to simplify the sentence

forward S wants R to route a oerformative

generator same as a standby of a stream-all

insert S asks R to add content to its VKB

monitor S wants updates to R's response to a stream-all

next S wants R's next response to a previously-mentioned performative

pipe S wants R to route all fuither performatives to another agent

ready S is ready to respond to R's previously-mentioned performative

recommend-all S wants all names of agents who can respond to a performative

recommend-one S wants the name of an agent who can respond to a performative

recru¡t-all S wants R to get all suitable agents to respond to a performative

recruit-one S wants R to get another agent to respond to a performative

register S can deliver performatives to some named agent

reply communicates an expected reply

rest S wants R's remaining responses to a previously-mentioned performa-
tive

sorry S cannot provide a more informative reply

standby S wants R to be ready to respond to a performative

stream-about multiple-response version of ask-about

stream-all multiple-response version of ask-all

subscribe S wants updates to R's response to a performative

Web Based Agent System using Java I]



Chnpter 2 Agents and KQML

Table 3: Reserved Performative Names for sender S and recipient R IKQML Specifïcation]

Name Meaning

tell the sentence in S's VKB

transport-address S associates symbolic name with transport address

unreqtster a deny of a register

untell the sentence is not in S's VI(B

2.2.7 Performative Glassification

A KQML performative consists of a performative name, a set of parameters and their associ-

ated arguments. According to the different purposes of performatives, they can be classified into

11 types, which are basic informative performative, database performative, basic response perfor-

mative, basic query performative, multi-response query performative, basic effector performative,

generator performative, capability-definition performative, notification performative, networking

performative, facilitation performative. For instance, performatives such as "insert" and "delete"

provide a capability to allow one agent to tell another to add or delete sentences in its VI(8, there-

fore they are database performatives.

Web Based Agent System using Java 12



Chapter 3 Intro duction of JATLite

CHAPTER 3 Intro duction of JATLite

JATLite stands for "Java Agent Template Lite" [JATLite]. It is a program package written in

Java which has the capability of creating software agents. IATLite provides basic communication

tools and templates based on TCP/P and especially, facilitates the development of agents that

exchange KQML messages. It is used in the AEA system as the communication layer to provide

communicating capability.

The Figure 3.1 [JATLite] is the basic JATZile infrastructure. Agents register with an Agent

Message Router using a user name and password, and then exchange information with other

agents through the router.

Agents

KQML Message
Exch-añge

Register Register/
Gonnect

Agent
Infrastructure

Gonnect

Figure 3.1 JATLite Agent Message Router

Legacy
Gode

Agent Wrapper

Java
Standalone/

Applet

JATLite Agent
Message
Router
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Chapter 3 Introduction of JATLite

3.1 JATtife Architecture

The JATLite architecture has a hierarchy of specialized layers which are: Abstract Layer,

Base Layer, KQML Layer, Router Layer and Protocol Layer. Developers can select the proper

layer from which to build their systems

. Abstract Laver

The Abstract Layer provides abstract classes for the implementations of higher layers. It

includes AgentAction, ServerThread, ReceiverThread, MessageBuffer, ConnectionTable,

Address, AddressTable and Security.

o Base Layer

The Base Layer provides TCP/P communication tools without specifying any higher level

protocols for connections. A user can build the higher level protocols as they wish and this makes

Base Layer very flexible.

' KQML Layer

The KQML Layer is on top of Base Layer.It provides classes for storage and parsing KQML

messages and restricts that only KQML will be used as conìmunication language among agerfs.

" Router Layer

The Router Layer is on top of the KQML Layer.It provides registration and message routing

and querying for agents.

Web Based Agent System using Java t/fa



Chapter 3 [ntroduction of JATLite

o Protocol l-aver

The Protocol Layer is on top of Router Layer.It supports various standard Internet services

such as FTP. The Internet services can be used by both applications and applets. Standalone appli-

cation agents can use builfin services without going through the router. Due to the fact that applet

agents are only allowed to connect to the server spawned itself, the applet agents need router

ploxy services to implement Internet services.

3.2 JATLife Router

Tlre JATZite rottter is a software application which receives messages from registered agents

and routes them to the destination agents according to the receiver address in the messages.

Usually when an agent wants to send a message to another agent, it will try to build up a direct

comection to the receiver agent. If the connection is created successfully, the sender agent will

send the message. This mechanism is called message polling. If the direct connection couldn't be

built for reasons like the receiver agent is an applet or the receiver agent is ofÊline at the moment,

there would be a problem for the sender agent to send the message. Therefore, it is necessary for

the router to have a message queue and routing mechanism to store the messages and send them

as soon as the receiver agents are ready. In this way, agents do not need to be concerned about

whether the receiver agent is available for the messages at the momenr.

3.2.1 Router Features

o Message Queuing

All the messages that the router received will be queued to the file system and retrieved or

deleted according to the requests from receiver agents.

Iï/eb Based Agent System using Java



Chapter 3 Intro duction of JATLite

" Message Routing

Based on the receiver information in messages, router can route them to the right agents

whenever they are ready to receive them.

' Agent Name Service

Each agent does uot need to rnaintain all the possible receivers' addresses. The agent can ask

the Agent Name Service about the receiver address whenever it wants to send a message but does

not know the receiver's address. The router is a convenient Agent Name Server which maintains

the agent addresses.

. Register

Any agent which wants to use the router to communicate with another agent needs to register

with the router first.

, Security

Every agent registered with the router has a name and password which will be used by the

router to identify the agent before accepting connection from it. The router uses name and pass-

word pairs to provide basic security.

. List-Agents

The router is able to answer the agent with the list of registered agents when requested.

. Disconnect

The agent can request to disconnect with the router by sending a 'disconnect-agent' message

to the router.
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3.2.2 Router Gom ponents

. The Router Server

The router server is a Java application program with all the features described above. If one

wants to use applet agents with the router, the router should be running on the HTTP server

tnachine. If the agents are all stand-alone applications, the router could be ruruting on any

machine.

f-

I

RouterAction

ReservationTable

ConnectionTable

I

I

t-
I

I

t--
I

I

I

i

I

I

L_
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I RouterServerThread 

I

-

I

t
I RouterRecvThreads 

I

-

I

t
I MessageBuffer 

,

-

RouterSecurity User-List

AddressTable Addresses

Figure 3.2 The Routerserver Component Diagram

Figure 3.2 UATLite] illustrates the components and their relationships within a router server.

1. RouterAction initializes all the data members and manages reserved messages
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2. RegistrarAction runs as a tluead to receive an agent registration. It has one RegistrarServer-

Thread which accepts the connections from agents which want to register with the louter.

RegistrarRecvThread is then created to receive information for registration.

3. ReservationTable contains the reseled messaee information.

4. ConnectionTable contains the cunent on-line receiver threads. Each receiver thread has the

salre name as the agent name.

5. RouterSecurity secures the incorning connections by checking whether the agent satisfies the

connection protocol.

6. AddressTable contains the address information of all the registered agents.

7. RouterServerThread accepts the connections from registered agents and creates Router-

RecvThread.

8. RouterRecvThread receives the message from the connection and routes the message to the

receiver. It has message queue to buffer the received messages.

" The Router Client

The router client can be alava application agent or aJava applet agent. RouterAction is the

main class in it. Figure 3.3 lJATLie] shows the minimum components for the router clients. They

can be described as follows:

1. ConnectionTable contains connection information; Connection can be with the router or other

agents.

2. RouterSecurity sends connection protocol message and receives disconnection protocol mes-

sage.

3. AddressTable contains address information for the router and other asents.
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À+.

5.

MessageQueue stores the retrieved messages from the MessageBuffer.

RouterRecvThread is connected to the router to send messages to and receive messases from

the router.

6. MessageBuffer buffers the received messages from the router.

Java Agent

T

I
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I

I

r-
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I
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I

I
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I
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Figure 3.3 The RouterClient Component Diagram
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CHAPTER 4 JDBC and mSQL

Like other applications in the area of information teclrnology, information storage is a big

concenl and a variety of database products are often used to address it. A powerful database

means fast access to the information and enhanced overall performance, but it also means tliat it

needs alarge disk space for installation and running. Since the Adaptive Education Agent system

is designed and developed under a personal account in the ECE department, the resources are

insufficient to install and run big and powerful database product such as Oracle. Therefore, a

srnall and more portable mSQL (miniSQL) was chosen instead. This chapter will cover briefly the

technologies used to develop the information storage part for AEA.

4,1 JDBC

4.1.1 lntroduction

JDBC stands for "Java Database Corurectivity" [Java]. It is a Javapackage designed to allow

Java programs to connect to a database and query or update it using the industry standard query

language. One advantage of using JDBC is that the Java database program can mn on different

platforms as long as it has the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) installed; another advantage is

tlrat the data can be transferred from one type of database (such as Microsoft SQL server) to

another (such as Oracle), and the Java program can still read and write the data.
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Java Application

JDBC API

JDBC Driver Manager

JDBC Driver API

JDBC/ODBC
Bridge

vender-
supplied
JDBC driver

ODBC
Driver

Database

Database

Figure 4.1 JDBC Working Structure

Figure 4.1 fCornell96] is the JDBC working structure. The JDBC consists of two layers. The

top layer is the JDBC API (application programming interface). Java applications use this API to

communicate with the JDBC driver manager, sending SQL statements. The second layer is the

JDBC driver API. It defines the interface to the JDBC driver manager, and existing database

venders follow this API to write their device drivers if they want their database products to work

witir JDBC. Alother way for JDBC to communicate with various database products is through an

ODBC driver. Open DataBase Connectivity (ODBC) fCornell 96] is an API developed by

Microsoft to allow users to abstract a program from a database. It provides the programmer with

one interface to work with different databases. Because many ODBC drivers were alreadv devel-
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oped prior to JDBC being introduced, a JDBC/ODBC bridge was built between a JDBC driver

and a ODBC driver in order to use the current ODBC drivers.

4.1.2 Basic Concepts

. Database URL

Wren using JDBC, the database is located by a URL (Uniform Resource Locator). Just like

people need a WWW LJRL (web address) to go to the web site. A database URL is the database

address for people to connect to a specific database. The format of the IIRL is

jdbc:driver_name:source_name. The driver_name will be the driver used between JDBC and

the database. For example, if ODBC data is accessed, the URL will be jdbc:odbc:source_name

which mealls JDBC/ODBC bridge is used to access the data source under the source_name in the

database. The format of the source_name follows the standard LIRL naming convention of //host-

name:port/other. The "hostname" is used to locate the machine on which the database engine is

runling. The "port" is used by the database engine to receive the queries. The "other" contains the

name of the data source, and may contain the user name and password if they are required to

access the database.

n Connecting to a Database

The requirements to connect to a database are the corect IIRL and the account information

(username and password). Given the database IIRL, the JDBC manager wili try to f,rnd a driver

specified in the URL. If it succeeds, a connection will be created to the database for SQL queries

and results. Here is an example how it is done using JDBC,

Connection con : DriverManager.getConnection('Jdbc:odbc:mydb", "user", "passwd");
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The DriverManager is the class for loading database drivers and creating database connec-

tions. The Connection class describes the database connections and is a result of a successful

loading of the database driver.

u Executing Queries

A Statement object is used to execute queries in JDBC. It is obtained from the Connection

object which is returned when making the connection to the database.

Statement stmt : con.createStatement0;

Queries then can be sent via the Statement object to the database and a ResultSet object will

be retumed holding the results of executing the queries by the database.

ResultSet rs : stmt.executeQuery(query);

The results are accessible by using the accessor methods of the ResultSet object. There are

accessor methods for every Iava data type, such as getString and getlnt. They can take numeric

argument as the column number or string argument as the name of the column to get the value of

the specific column.

4.2 mSQL

mSQL (mini Structured Query Language) is a lightweight database engine designed by

Hughes technologies to provide fast access to stored data with low memory requirements. The

version used is mSQL 2.0 which is a second generation of mSQL. It has mally improvements over

mSQL 1.0 such as enhanced indexing, new data types and redesigned server architecture. These

improvements provide nSQL with better handling of complex queries and large data sets.
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4.2.1 mSQL 2.0 Language Specification

The industry standard query language currently is ANSI(American National Standards Insti-

tute) SQL. As the name indicates, mSQL covers a subset of features provided by ANSI SeL. It

allows programs to create, manipulate and retrieve data while some other relational capabilities

are not supported, such as views and nested queries.

. The Create Statement

The create statement is used to create tables, indices, and sequences and there are three corre-

sponding constructs,

CREATE TABLE tabte_name (

col_name col_type Inot null ] [
)

, col_name col_type Inot null ]l ...

CREATE I UNIQUE ] INDEX index_name ON table name (
field_name, [, field_name ] ...

)

CREATE SEQUENCE ON table-name I STEP step_val ] TVALUE initiat_vat l

The CREATE TABLE statement creates a new table definition with specified column names

and column types. There are four column types: char(length), text(length), int and real. .,Not null',

is optional and with it, all the fields in that column must have a value of the type specified. CRE-

ATE INDEX creates indices on certain table fields and these indices normally increase perfor-

mance when a query contains these certain fields in its V/HERE statement. CREATE

SEQUENCE creates a sequence for a table with a start value and an increasing or decreasing

value. A table can only contain one sequence, and it is accessed by selecting the _seq system vari-

able from the table.
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" The Drop Statement

As the opposite of the create statement, the drop statement is to remove a structure from the

database. The structure can be atable, an index or a sequence. The syntax of the drop statement is

given below,

DROP TABLE table_name

DROP INDEX index_name FROM table_name

DROP SEQUENCE FROM table name

. The Insert Statement

The insert statement adds new data entries into a table in the database. The valid syntax is
below,

INSERT INTO table_name [( column [ , column ] ... ) l
VALUES (value [, value] ... )

The number and order of the values must match the number and order of column names. If the

column names in the statement are omitted, the values must be in the order the columns were

def,rned.

o The Select Statement

The select statement allows users to query the database with certain condition to get data

entries that fit the criteria. The syntax of select statement is,

SELECT ftable.]column [, ftable.]column I ...

FROM table [: alias] [ , table [: alias] I ...

I WHERE [table.] column OPERATOR VALUE

I AND I OR ftable.]column OPERATOR VALUEI ... l

I ORDER BY [table.]column IDESC] [, ftable.]column IDESC] l
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The OPERATOR can þs (,),:,(:,):,(),LIKE,RLIKE or CLIKE. VALUE can be a literal

vaiue or a colurnn name. The ORDER keylvord is to sort the returned data in either ascending or

descending order.

' The Delete Statement

The delete statement allows users to remove one or more data entries from a table as lons as

the condition is defined in the same way as it is in the select statement. The syntax of the delete

statement is,

DELETE FROM table name

\ryHERE column OPERATOR value

I AND I OR column OPERATOR value ] ...

. The Update Statement

The update statement allows users to modify the data entries in the table. This can be done to

one or more data entries which fit the condition specified by the WHERE construct. The syntax of

the update statement is,

I-IPDATE table name SET column:value [ , column:value ] ...

WHERE column OPERATOR value

I AND I OR column OPERATOR value ] ...

4.2.2 mSQL 2.0 System Variables

System variables are variables built to the database engine. They are used to provide access to

server maintained information or meta data relating to the database. The system variable's name

contains a leading underscore as an identifier which is not valid for table names or field names.
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u _rowid

The _rowid system variable provides a row identifier for any row in a table. When it is queried

and identified, it holds the internal record number used by the database engine to access that row.

The following is an example of how to query the _rowid and use it,

SELECT rowid. content FROM mail order

WHERE number='1001'

UPDATE mail_order SET price='50'
WHERE _rowid=44

The first quely got the _rowid value and the "content" value of the data entry which has a

"number" value of 1001. Suppose the _rowid value is 44, it can then be used to identify that spe-

cific row by the database engine to do other queries, such as changing the price for that order.

this mechanism provides the fastest access by the engine.

c _timestamp

, The _timestamp system variable provides the system time at which a row in the table was

' modified last time. It is not designed for applications to use. Rather, it is a reference that the data-

base engine can use to detennine if one row was created before or after another. It can also be

used to synchronize aremote database for database replication.

' _seq

The _seq system variable provides access to the current sequence value of the table.After the

current sequence is returned, the sequence is updated to the next value in the sequence.

" _sysdate

The _sysdate system variabie provides the current date and time on the server machine in

standard UNIX time format. This variable can be selected from any table.
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o _user

The _user system variable retums the user which submitted the query.

4.3 JDBG & ¡nSQL

As described earlier, JDBC has two ways of working with various database products. One is

through vendor-supplied JDBC drivers which are made specifically for different database prod-

ucts. Another way is using a more generic JDBC/ODBC bridge to work with already existing

ODBC drivers for different database products. In this thesis we are using the first approach, i.e.,

vendor-supplied JDBC driver. The product used here is mSQL-JDBC 1.1b1 developed by Imagi-

nary. The following codes shows an example of creating a connection with the mSQL database

using msql-jdbc driver.

Stri ng msql Driver = "com. imag inary.sql. msql.M sql Driver";
Stri ng u rl -'Jd bc: msql ://mcleod2.ee. u man itoba. ca:1 1 1 4/AEA";
Connection con = null;
Statement stmt = null;
try {

Class.forName(msqlDriver); ll force loading of driver
con = DriverManager.getConnection(url, s_user, s_password);
stmt = con.createStatementO;

I
I

catch(Exception e) {
System.out. println(e);

]
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CHAPTER 5 The Scripting World

Today's on-line world is powered by numerous programs running on web servers. They pro-

vide dynarnic content generated by users' inputs and inquiries, such as searching results on the

keyword a Lrser types or the flight information the flight the user selects. The AEA (Adaptive Edu-

cation Agent) system relies on information provided by such facilities, and in this case, they are

selver side programs running on the website of University of Manitoba. It is an imporlant function

for an agent system to be capable of communicating with other programs or agents. Much of the

information an agent needs may already exist or may be impossible for it to generate by itself.

Also, there are existing programs designed to do different jobs, and it makes more sense for an

agent system to utilize them to perform the same functions. We call those server side programs

external programs here because they are outside the AEA system. Those external programs can be

classified into two categories, CGI based scripting and server-side scripting (SSI). CGI based

scripting includes CGI programs, and sewer-side scripting includes Netscape's server-side JavaS-

cript technology, Microsoft's Active Server Pages technology, Java Servlets and JavaServer

Pages, etc. Even though they have pros and cons in terms of implementation and performance,

they all share a common feature: they receive requests from clients, process requests and send

results back. The CGI scripting is portable across all the server platforms, whereas SSI is not due

to its proprietary nature of technology, while SSI is more computationally efficient. The follow-

ing briefly introduces CGI scripting and server side scripting.
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5.1 CGI

o Introduction

The Common Gateway Interface (CGI) acts as middleware among web servers, external data-

bases, and infonnation sources. CGI scripts or programs are extensions to the core functionality

of a web server. They perform specific information-processing, retrieval, and formatting tasks on

behalf of their web servers. CGI defines a method for the web server to accommodate additional

programs that are used to access external applications from within the context of web documents.

The following diagram describes the processing done with CGI.

Web Server
Program

Submit Request

(4)

- - -Response- -

|;I Q)*1.-l
¡t¡¡¡¡¡+i+ t

./ \ (3) ,'
-' ' - -Respolse-,

(1)

Figure 5.1 CGI Processing

" CGI Data Input

HTML forms are usually used to transmit user customized information to a web server, which

invokes the proper CGI application to process the information and send back the results. In order

to provide the web selver with the information, there are some necessary components in a HTML

form: HREF or ACTION. METHOD. and ENCTYPE.

30

Web Browser
*,M.

'[L iffi
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HREF or ACTION specifies the IIRL of the CGI application the form content will be submit-

ted to. It tells the web server which CGI program this request needs to be sent to.

METHOD is the HTTP method used to submit the fill-out form to the web server. There are

two types of request methods, GET and POST. GET is the default method, which appends form

content to the IIRL as with a normal request. An example of a request using the GET method is,

<A HREF="http://www.home.com/cgi-bin/test.cgi?question+one">. The GET method limits

the number of characters it can transfer between the web browser and the web server to a maxi-

mum of 255 characters. The POST method causes the HTML form contents to be sent to the web

sewer ín a data block rather than as part of [IRL, and it does not have the length limitation of the

request. Here is an example of a POST request using HTML form,

< FO RM M ETH O D =" POST" ACTI O N ="http ://www. ho me. co m/cg i-bi n/test. cg i>

<lNPUT NAME="question1 ">

<l N pUT NAM E="question2,'>

<INPUT TYPE="submit" VALUE="Submit Query">

</FORM>

ENCT\?E specifies the encoding for the form contents. It applies only if the method is POST

and it has two possible values: the default and application/x-www-form-urlencoded.

There are also interface elements in the form itself to let users fill in information for submit-

ting to CGI applications, such as INPUT, TEXTAREA, etc. After HTML form data is submitted

to the web server, values of a set of variables called environment variables are set according to the

request by the web server.

Envirorunent variables are entities that exist within

contain the information about the web server. extemal

a parlicular computer environment. They

programs and client requests. Therefore,
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environment variables known to the web server and CGI are used to oass data about the HTTP

request from a server to the CGI application. These variables ur" ur"...rble to both the server and

any CGI application that the web server invokes.

If the request method is GET, the CGI program reads the request string from

QUERY_STzuNG. If the request method is POST, the CGI program will determine the size of

the request using CONTENT_LENGTH and read that amount of data from standard input.

The web server may also use command-line arguments to pass data about an information

request from a client. This technique is used only in the case of an HTML <ISINDEX> request.

" CGI Data Output

After the CGI program processes the request from the client, it sends the generated HTML

document back to the client web browser in the standard wav.

" Sample CGI Code

Usually, the clients for CGI programs are web browsers such as Internet Explorer and

Netscape. The clients can also be Java programs, either stand-alone or Java applet. They send the

same requests as web browsers send to the web server. The mechanism stays the same. The client

program needs to build a socket connection with the web server on the host machine where the

CGI program resides and send a request in the exact formatthat a web browser would send. A

stand-alone Java programs call access CGI program on any host while a Java applet can only

access the ones on the host it is loaded from. The followine is an examole.

try
r
I

//build raw socket to web server
Socket socket = new Socket("www.home.com", B0);
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lfinitialize input and output streams
outs = sock.getOutputStream0;
ins = sock.getl nputStream0;

dataout = new DataOutputStream(outp);
datain = new DatalnputStream(inp);

if (method == POST)
{

//send the HTTP HEADER to web server
dataout.writeBytes("POST test.cgi HTTP/1 .0\n" +

"Access: text/plain\n" +
"User-Agent: CGlAccess/1 .0\n" +
"Co ntent-type: appl icatio n/x-www-form-u rl en cod ed\n" +
"Content-length: " + CommArea.lengthO + "\r\n\r\n";

//send the request content
d ataout.writeBytes(Com mArea );

]
else if (method == GET)
It

//send the HTTP HEADER & request content
dataout.writeBytes("GET test.cgi?" + CommArea + " HTTP/1.0\r\n" +

. "User-Agent: CGlAccess/1.02\r\n\r\n");
J

I

J

catch(Exception e) {}

5.2 Netscape Server Side JavaScript

Unlike a CGI program, server-side JavaScript (SSJ) can only be implemented in a Netscape

web server. Figure 5.21 shows how SSJ fits into a Netscape web server. Inside the web server, the

SSJ runtirne environment is built from three main components, the JavaScript runtime library, the

database access server and the Java virtual machine. The JavaScript application manager runs on

top of server-side JavaScript, as do any applications the user created.
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Figure 5.2 SSJ in Netscape

The JavaScript runtime library provides basic JavaScript functionality. The database access

library extends the base server-side JavaScript functionality with classes and objects that provide

seamless access to the extemal database server; The Java virtual machine is not only for used with

JavaScript, but any Java application running on the server.

The basic procedure for a user to access a JavaScript application that is installed on a web

seryer is,

1. A user accesses the application IIRL with a web browser, and the web browser sends the

request to the server for a page in the application.

2. If the request is to a page under the application IIRL, the JavaScript runtime engine finds

the file corresponding to that URL.

3. The runtime engine constructs an HTML page to send to the client in response. It runs the

byte codes associated with SERVER tags from the original source code HTML, creating an

N
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HTML page based on those byte codes and any other HTML found in the original. This process

may involve accessing databases and compiex computations.

4.The runtime engine sends the new HTML page to the client (web browser).

5. The JavaScript runtime engine inside the web browser interprets any client-side JavaScript

statements, formats HTML output, and displays results to the user.

For example, assume the client requests apage with this source:

<html>
<head> <title> Add New Customer </title> </head>

<body>

<server>
if(project.lock$){

project.lastlD = { + project.lastlD;
client.customerlD - project.lastlD;
project.unlock0;

)
</server>

<h1>Add a New Customer <lh1>
<form method=POST action="add.htm">
<p>lD:
<br>
<server>write("<B>" + project.lastlD + "</B)")l
</server>

</form>
</body>
</html>

When this page is accessed, the runtime engine on the server executes the code associated

with the SERVER tags. If the new customer ID is 38, the server sends the following HTML page

to the client to be displayed,

<html>
<head> <title> Add New Customer </title> </head>

<body>
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<h1>Add a New Customer <lh1>
<form method="post" action="add.htm">
<p>lD:
<br><B>38</B>

</form>
</body>
</html>

Like client-side JavaScript, server-side JavaScript implements the JavaScrrpt 1.2 language

completely.

5.3 Microsoft Active Server Pages (ASP)

Microsoft Active Server Pages (ASP) is another server-side scripting technology that works

with Microsoft's Interrret Information Services (web server). An ASP page is an HTML page that

contains server-side scripts and has a ".asp" f,tle extension. The runtime processing of ASP is sim-

ilar to that of Netscape server-side JavaScript. The web server calls the ASP engine to process the

request whenever the web browser requests an .asp file. After ASP executes all the script com-

mands contained in that ".asp" file, it will return a standard web page to the web browser. For

ASP, the default scripting language is VBScript but many other languages may also be used.

Below is an exarnple of an ASP page,

<%@ Language=VBScript %>
<html>
<head>
<title> Exa mple</title>
</head>
<body>
<o/o

FirstVar = "Hello world!"
o/o>

<%FOR i=1 TO 3%>
<%=FirstYaro/o>
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<%NEXT%>
</body>
</html>

Those lines in bold are VBScript commands, and the percent sign with brackets are used as

delimiters around the tags. After the ASP engine processes these commands, it will send the fol-

lowing result back to web browser,

<html>
<head>
<titl e> Example</title>
</head>
<body>
Hello World!Hello World!Hello World!
</body>
</html>

5.4 Java Servlets

" Introduction

Java ser-vlets fJava] are generic server extension. Servlets are based on a Java class that can be

loaded dynamically to expand the functionality of a web server. It runs inside a Java Virtual

Machine (JVM) on the server.

Request for Servletl

Request for Servlet2

Request for Servletl

Figure 5.3 Servlet Processing
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Servlets have advantages over traditional CGI programs. Servlets use separate threads within

the web selver process while CGI programs use multiple processes to handle separate requests'

The way how servlets handle requests saves time by not starting and terminating processing for

each request. Servlets are also portable across operating system and web servers due to the fact

that they run inside a JVM. Also, servlets can make use of all the core Java APIs and third pady

code to handle various kinds of tasks.

. Communicating With Java Servlets

As discussed, web clients (browsers or programs) use HTTP methods, such as GET and POST

to send queries to CGI programs. While CGI programs use standard input and environment vari-

ables to get the query data, servlets use classes and interfaces from the Servlet API to achieve the

same goal. The Servlet API has two classes and every servlet needs to extend one of them:

javax.servlet.Genericservlet and javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet. The HTTP servlet is the

most used Java Servlet that handles HTTP requests as a web server's extension. It is the oniy serv-

let type with which programs written here will communicate. For simplicity of presentation, the

HTTP servlets are simply called servlets from this point forward. Every serwlet has a doGetQ

rnethod and a doPostQ method which will be invoked by the web server each time the servlet is

requested. These two methods accept two parameters: a request object and a response object. The

request object contains the request data sent from the web client and the serulet writes the

response to the client within the response object. As the name of the method suggests, the

doGet$ method handles the GET queries and doPost0 method handles POST queries.

For a Java programs to communicate with a servlet, there are a number of options. Text-based

HTTP communication is the most simple and straightforward approach, in which the client pro-

gram sends requests in the same format discussed in the CGI section to the servlet using an HTTP
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connection. The servlet then processes the request and sends back the result to the client program.

The second option takes advantage of the fact that the client programs and servlets are both writ-

ten in Java. Object-based HTTP communication allows the Java programs and servlets to send

Java objects for handling request and response using HTTP connections. There are also two other

options: RMI (Remote Method Invocation) and CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Archi-

tecture). RMI allows one Java object to invoke methods on another Java object running on a dif-

ferent machine. CORBA has the same capability as RMI does without the limitation that

programs must be written in Java. A C++ object can therefore communicate with a Java object

using CORBA and its IIOP (Intemet lnter-ORB Protocol).

5.5 JavaServer Pages

JavaServer Pages (JSP) fJava] are an extension of the Java Servlets. Usually, the content that a

servlet returls to a web client is prepared inside the servlet program with HTML tags and content

embedded. As such every time something is changed in the content, the servlet source code needs

to be changed, compiled and restarted. This is not an efficient way of doing things. To solve this,

JSP uses tags and scriptlets to encapsulate the logic that generates the content. JSP allows the sep-

aration of the dynamic parts of web pages from the static HTML by adding JSP tags and scriptlets

into nonnal HTML files to make a JSP file. Usually a JavaBean is used to provide the dynamic

content specified by those special tags. The scriptlets let Java code be inserted directly into a JSP

file. When this JSP is requested for the first time, the JSP engine will generate a dynamic servlet

program based on the JSP file and the JavaBean program, and the servlet returns the result back to

client. If the JSP file is modified to change the presentation of the result, the JSP engine will
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regenerate the servlet program to reflect the changes. After the servlet is built, all requests can be

sent to it directly.

Since the servlet ultimately does the processing, the means of communicating with JSPs are

the same for the servlet.

Figure 5.4 JSP Work Flow

client

JSP file
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CHAPTER 6

6.1 The Structure of AEA

The Structt¿re of AEA

Serr¡ice Asents Client Asents

Asent Router Other Agents

Figure 6.1 The Structure of AEA

Figure 6.1 is the basic structure of AEA. The AMR (Agent Message Router) in JATLite pack-

age nms on the router machine. It relays messages among agents. The database machine has an

rnSQL database engine running on it, which is the data storage for the system. The client agent is

one type of agent of the system, providing users with a graphical user interface, while the service

agent handles user's requests. Details of these agents will be discussed later in chapter 7. The cli-

Internet
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ent agent machine is any machine the user loads the client agent on. There are several types of ser-

vice agent, and they can mn on different rnachines. Other agents are programs outside of the

system, and are typically CGI programs. The direct connections among components in the dia-

gram are between service agents and the router, client agents and the router, service agents and

database machine, service agents and other agents. There is no limitation about which machine

the database, and service agents reside on, but the router must be running on the same machine

that all the client asents are loaded from.

6.2 Gommunication Between Agents

The client agent sends a user's request to the router which reroutes them to the proper serice

agents according to the types of the requests. After finishing executing the requests (this may

require querying the database and external programs), the service agents send the results back to

the router which reroutes them back to the original client agent. In some cases, one type of service

agent may need information from another type of service agent. Their communication can follow

the same approach by going through the router, but they also have the choice to deploy in a direct

network connection, because they are free to build network connections among themselves. All

the messages, including the requests and results, are coded in KQML.

Figure 6.2 illustrates how a client agent communicates with a service agent,
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Client Agent
IKOML messaoe) 1Reouests

I Router I

Service Agent

L Resu

Y

ts (KQML message

Database External Program

Figure 6.2 Work Flow Diagram for Client and Service Agent Communication

6.3 Agent Communication Protocol

In every client/server application, data transmission and interpretation ale important parts. A

protocol is usually designed for each application based on different purposes of the applications.

A protocol is the language clients and servers speak to each other in order to perform certain

tasks. For instance, a web server and a web client (browser) use HyperText Transfer Protocol

(HTTP) to send information. The browser sends the HTTP request to the web seler, requesting a

certain web page or dynamic web content. The web server either returns a HTTP response with

the requested web page in it or activates the CGI program or sewer side scrþts to generate

dynamic content and retum it in the HTTP response. The web browser then displays the HTTP

response.
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The AEA system is built on top of the JATLite package which was introduced earlier.

JATLite uses KQML messages among the agents, so the protocol used by the AEA system needs

to be embedded into KQML messages. The KQML message contains address information which

the router uses to send the message to the proper recipient. It also contains certain performative(s)

specifying the type of action that the sender agent wants the recipient agent to do. However, usu-

ally the performatives are not specific enough for each application that is build over JATLite.

New protocol is needed for each application and is transmitted within KQML messages. The fol-

lowing diagram (Figure 6.3) describes this approach.

[1] Graphical User Interface detects the user's action.

[2] Action is interpreted into a command from the protocol; the command is then embedded

into a KQML message.

13] The router client transmits the KQML message to the router.

14] Based on the recipient name in the KQML m.essage, the router redirects the message to a

service agent.

[5] The service agent extracts the command from the KQML message and executes it accord-

ing to the protocol.

16] If a result needs to be sent, the service agent will compose it using commands in the proto-

col, and then embed it into a KQML message and transmit it to the router. The result has two pos-

sible type of recipients. One is the original client agent, and the other is another client agent(s).

This depends on the purpose of the original message from the original client agent.

[7] The router sends the KQML message to client agent(s).
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18] The client agent extracts the command from the KQML message and interprets it with the

protocol.

[9] The display on the client agent is updated according to the command.

Client Agent A

Service Agent A

JATLite Package

User Interface

lnternal Processlnternal Process

Router CIientRouter Client

Client Agent A/B

Service Agent A

JATLite Package

User Interface

lnternal Processlnternal Process

Router ClientRouter Client

The transmission

The protocol used by

Figure 6.3 Data Transmission Sequence

mechanism of JATLite and KQML were discussed in previous chapters.

client agents and service agents is named the Adaptive Education Agent
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Protocol (AEAP). The AEAP is embedded into the content portion of the KQML string and is

partly associated with the KQML performatives.

There are two types of commands in AEAP: commands used from service agents to client

agents (type s-c) and commands used from client agent to service agent (type c-s). There are name

conventions for those commands, &&command&.& for type s-c, and ##command## for type c-s.

The following table is a summary of the commands in the protocol,

Table 4: AEAP Command Type C - S

Command
KQML

performative
Meaning

anynewstuff ask-one C asks S if there is any nev/ message, submit, or mark

loadcourse C asks S to load the course information from its KB
(Knowledge Base)

loadmessase C asks S to load messases from its KB

loadwebsite C asked S to load the website information from its KB

ouervcourse C asks S to start a query about information on a course;
followine the command is the course nunber

querymark C asks S to load mark information from its KB

querystudents C asks S to starl a query about information on students
that are taking a course; following the command is the
course number

queryta C asks S about the TA information on the certain course;
followins the command is the course number

addcourse tell C tells S to add a course to its KB; following the corn-
mand is the course number

addweb C tells S to add a website to its KB; following the com-
mand is the address of the website

markchecked C tells S that new marks for C have been checked

messasechecked C tells S that new messases for C have been checked

newuser C tells S to verify the new user's information in order to
add it into S's KB; following the command is the user
information
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Table 4: AEAP Command Type C - S

Command
I(QML

performative
Meaning

queryinfo C tells S to start a query about a website's modification
information; following the command is the index number
of the website in its KB

removecourse C tells S to remove a course from its KB; following the
command is the course number

removedept C tells S to remove all courses under one department
from its KB; following the command is the department
number

removeweb C tells S to remove a website from its KB; following the
command is the index number for the website in its KB

subrnitwork C tells S to prepare for submitting its work

submitchecked C tells S that new submissions for C have been checked

updateta C tells S to update TA information for a course in its I(B;
following the command are the course number and the
TA's name(s)
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GHAPTER 7 Designing The Client Agent

The client agent provides users with an interface to use all the features AEA supports. Based

on the number of roles in a traditional education system, the client agent currently consists of four

categories ofagent types: student agent,professor agent, TA (teaching assistant) agent and techni-

cian agent. Some administrative roles in an education system are not involved in the teaching and

learning process, so no agents have been designed for them at this time. Besides the features com-

mon to all ciient agents, each category has its own unique features.

7.1 Java Applet

As described before, a client agent is a Java applet program. An applet is a program written in

the Java programming language that can be included in an HTML page. When a user uses a Java

teclrnology-enabled browser to view apage that contains an applet, the applet's code is transferred

to the user's system and executed by the browser's Java Virtual Machine (JVM).

To include an applet in a web page, the HTML file needs to include an <APPLET> tag. The

complete syntax for the APPLET tag is as follows. Required elements are in bold. Optional ele-

rnents are in regular typeface. Elements that the user specifies are in italics.

<APPLET

CODEBASE = codebaseURL

ARCHIVE = archiveList

CODE = appletFile or OBJECT = serialízedApplet

ALT = alternateText

NAME = appletl nstanceName

WIDTH = pixels HEIGHT = pixels
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ALIGN = alignment

VSPACE = pixels HSPACE = p¡xels

<PARAM NAME = appletAttributel VALUE = value>

<PARAM NAME = appletAttribute2 VALUE = value>

</APPLET>

CODE, CODEBASE, etc. are attributes of the applet tag; they give the browser information

about the applet. The only mandatory attributes are CODE, WIDTH, and HEIGHT. Each attribute

is described below.

CODEBASE specifies the base LIRL of the applet--the directory that contains the applet's

code. The code can be either a single Java class or contained in a Java archive f,rle (JAR).

ARCHIVE describes one or more archives containing classes and other resources that will be

loaded onto the user's machine. CODE gives the name of the file that contains the applet's com-

piled Applet subclass. OBJECT gives the name of the file that contains a serialized representation

of an Applet. ALT specifies any text that should be displayed if the browser understands the

APPLET tag but can't run Java technology-based applets. NAME specifies a name for the applet

instance, which makes it possible for applets on the same page to find (and communicate with)

each other. WIDTH and HEIGHT give the initial width and height (in pixels) of the applet display

area, not counting any windows or dialogs that the applet brings up. ALIGN specifies the align-

ment of the applet. VSPACE and HSPACE specify the number of pixels above and below the

applet (VSPACE) and on each side of the applet (HSPACE). <PARAM NAME : appletAttribute

VALUE : value) group specifies parameters that need to be passed onto the applet class when

the applet is loaded.

The main advantages of an applet are that it can be distributed easily to any machine on the

Internet, it can be used to construct a sophisticated graphical user interface and it supports net-
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work connections. These attributes are essential to the design and implementation of the AEA

system. Applets also have security limitations, such as they cannot make network connections

except to the host that they came from and this affects the system's structural flexibility. Compo-

nents that communicate with applets need to stay on the same host machine. A1so, applets cannot

ordinarily read or write files or system properties on the host that they are executing on.

7.2 Design¡ng Goncepts

. Authentication

Like other end user applications in a client/server systems, the client agent uses an authentica-

tion system in which users have user ids and passwords to log in and out of the AEA system.

Besides the user id and password combination, there is one more factor identifying the users' cli-

ent agent type. Because there are four client agent types, a user must try to invoke the right type of

client agent. Even with right user id and password, a student has no way to enter a professor agent.

To automate the procedures for new user's registration, and ensure that only registered univer-

sity students can register in the AEA system, the AEA system needs to take advantage of the cur-

rent authentication system of the university. Every university student has a student number and

PIN nurnber to access their student record, and they use this information to access the official uni-

versity database. Based on the fact that there are programs running on the university's websites

which use the authentication system to provide students with their records, these programs can be

treated and used as external agents to the AEA system. By querying these external agents, the

AEA systern is able to guarantee the uniqueness and validity of every user that registers. After

registering, each user can have their own user id and password for the AEA. For professor agent

and technician agent, since there is a small number of people in these roles, their user name and
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password can be picked and entered into the system directly and manually. For the TA agent,

based on the fact that a TA is also a registered student, the same mechanism for a student to regis-

ter to the AEA system is applied here. The only difference is a TA needs to be assigned by the

professor of that course in order to add that course to his or her list.

. Course Based Focus

Since the four types ofclient agents are related through courses, and each course has a corre-

sponding course number, the course numbers are what tie all types of agents together. Professors

teach one or more courses; Students take courses; TA's mark assignments and assist students with

labs for certain courses; Technicians prepare instruments and other necessities for the labs of cer-

tain courses. Most of the functions that client agents support are based on the course they are asso-

ciated with. For example, every client agenthas a message bulletin boards for every course that is

on their list.

" Automation

The main goal of the AEA system is to integrate most of the daily actions that are essential to

the teaching and leaming process, and increase the efficiency and quality of education by decreas-

ing the time and effort taken for those daily actions. To achieve that, automation must be applied

to the functions that the client agent performs. For example, a student does not need to know the

professor's contact information to contact him or her. When a student registers in a course, he or

she wiil be able to contact the professor who is teaching that course without knowing the name or

email address of the professor. Similarly, a student does not need to know who the TA is for that

course. He or she should be able to submit a finished assignment or lab report and the TA for that

course will receive them automatically.
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7.3 GIient Agent Glassification

' Student Agent

The student agent is designed to meet the common needs of the students during the course of

study, which may include communicating with the instructor, discussing questions with class-

mates and submitting assignments, etc.. The functions or features that a student agent has are fol-

lows,

. Message Tool. Students can use this tool to compose and send text messages to other agents

involved in certain courses, e.g., professor, TA, or technician. Students can also retrieve, read

and delete messages that other agents send to them.

" Bulletin Board. Students can use this tool to compose and post comments or questions

about specific courses. They can also read and reply to comments or questions posted by other

people. There is one bulletin board for every course.

. Subrnit Tool. Students can use this tool to submit files in many formats. These files could

be assignments, lab reports or other documents, and will be sent to the assigned person who is

responsible to mark them. In the current system setup, the TA is the assigned person responsi-

ble to mark the assienments.

. View-Mark Tool. Students can use the view-mark tool to check the marks of assignments

or lab reports. They can also view the marker's comments on each of their assignments or

reports.

. 'Web Monitor. Students can use this tool to monitor websites of their choice. The tool rnon-

itors the last modification dates of the websites so that users will be able to determine which

ones have been updated and whether or not a visit to that website is necessarv.
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' Professor Agent

The term "Professor Agent" may not be accurate, because the instructor of the class does not

need to be a professor to do the job. So the name here does not have a literate meaning, and it

should be understood as "Instructor Agent". Like the student agent, the professor agent also has a

set of functions that will be used to deal with the teaching job. Some of those functions are identi-

cal to those in the student agent and they will not be described in detail.

' Message Tool.

. Bulletin Board.

. Web Monitor.

" Student-Query Tool. A professor can use this tool to get the information about all the stu-

dents that are taking the course, including their student numbers and phone numbers.

. TA-Assignment Tool. This tool is part of the authentication system for the TAs. Because

there is no administrative agent in the AEA system, the professor agent is designed to be

responsible for assigning TA(s) to the course he or she is teaching. That means a TA can adda

course number to the course list in his or her agent after the professor of that course assigns

him or her as a TA. Every student could register as a TA, but only those with courses on the

course list have the capabilitv to work as a TA.

. TA Agent

The special function that a TA agent has is the Mark Tool. All of the functions are listed

below,

. Message Tool.

. Bulletin Board.
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. Web Monitor.

. Mark Tool. TAs can use this tool to view students' submitted assignments and lab reports,

make comments on them and sive the final mark for each of them. The scores and comments

then wili be sent back to the corresponding student.

' Technician Agent

The current version of the AEA system does not specify any special function for technician

agents. The functions that a technician agent has are a subset of student agent. They are listed

below,

. Message Tool.

. Bulletin Board.

. 'Web Monitor.

7.4 Class Diagram

Figures 7.1(L) and7.I(2) are the class diagrams of the client agent. There are too many classes

to be drawn on one page and combination of those two figures dictates the logic and relationship

alnong those classes that construct the client agent. Brief descriptions about each involved class

are the following:

RouterClientAction is an abstract class in the Routerlayer that contains methods of sending

and receiving messages. Any class that needs to have this capability must inherit from this class

and irnplement its Act0 method.

AgentRouterClientAction is the implementation of class RouterClientAction.It provides basic

cornmunication functions to all the other classes in the client asent.
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CGIAccess is a class that provides methods to communicate with server side programs such as

CGI programs and Java servlets. In this case, the class JBoard creates class CGlAccess's

instances and uses its method to talk to CGI programs.

ClassListMain is a subclass of JFram¿ class that constructs the main window for the client

agent. It is composed of other function classes and is invoked by class ClientAgent.

ClassListsub is a subclass of JlnternalFratne class that constructs a window containing the

course list. It handles managing the course list and since all other functions are based on the

course selection, it also provides other classes with information.

ClientAgent is a subclass of JApplel class which gets loaded by the web browser's JVM after

a user logs in. It constructs the startup window of the agent and starts an object of the class C/øss-

ListMain.

D)¡namicTree is a subclas s of JPanel class that constructs the course list in atree style. It han-

dles the actual addition and removal of the tree nodes as class ClasslistSub gives it order to

update the course list.

DynamicTreeBoard is a subclass of JPanel class that constructs the tree view of the message

list for the bulletin board application. It handles the addition and removal of the tree nodes as class

JBoard passes the update information.

JBoard is a subclass of JFrame class that constructs the bulletin board window. It handles all

the message for posting and viewing functions by using the CGIAccess class' methods to talk to a

bulletin board CGI program running at the web server.

LogWindow is a subclass of Applet class that constructs the log in window of the client agent.

It is the first class loaded by the web browser's JVM. It starts an instance of either the class Reg-

ister or the class ClassListMainbased on the type of user's login.
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MessageWindow is a subclass of JlnternalFrame class that constructs various types of mes-

sage windows. It displays different interfaces based on the call it gets from the class ClasslistSub,

such as composing a message or viewing a message.

Register is a subclas s of JApplel class that constructs the registration window for new users. It

starls the ClassListMaiz class in the event that a new registration is granted and the user logs in.

StudentListWindow is a subclass of JlnternalFrame class that constructs the window display-

ing student information which is a special function of a professor agent.

StudentMarlcWindow is a subclass of JlnternalFrante class that constructs the window manag-

ing the marks for students.

UkLInfo is a class that dictates the properties of a IJRL, and provides methods for accessing

and setting those properlies. It is a supporting class for the class WebMonitor.

ViewSubtnit is a subclass of JlnternalFrame class that constructs the window allowing users

to view all the submitted files, such as assignments and reports, and assign marks to them.

WebMonitor is a subclass of JFramø class that constructs the window displaying information

about the monitored websites.
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Figure 7 .1(1) Client Agent Class Diagram
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Figure 7 .1(2) Client Agent Class Diagram
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7.5 Setup Glient Agent

Users access the client agents through their web browsers, and as described before, an

<APPLET> tag in the HTML file specifies the applet's attributes from the directory where the

applet is to parameters that initiate the applet. The tag tells the web browser to create an instance

of the Java class in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) built in the web browser. The curent

web browsers'IRE supports Java class written for JDK 1.1. The client agent classes use Java's

advanced graphical package called Swing instead of the conventional AWT package. The Swing

package is not included in JDKl.l and comes as a patch package, thus the JRE in some web

browsers can't execute classes that use Swing. As such, here are two options to address this prob-

lern. One is including the Swing package (a JAR file) as one of archives that the <APPLET> tag

specifies. When a user tries to start the client agent, the user's browser will load tlie JAR file

which contains all the Swing classes that the client agent's classes use, thus the client agent can

run nonnally. Anotlier option is using a lava Plug-in. A Java Plug-in is an extension of JRE that

can be downloaded from Sun's website and installed on the user's browser. There are several ver-

sions of Java Plug-ins supporting Java applets written for different version of JDK. The latest Java

Plug-in will support all versions. After the Plug-in is installed, the web browser loads the new

JRE instead of the old one every time there is an applet embedded in an HTMLpage, and because

the Swing is part of JDK since version 1.2 and is supported by new JRE, the client agent can find

the necessary Swing classes and run normally.

There is an HTML file named "logon.html" on the seryer host. Users will be given a link to

this file as the location of the client agent. As option number one, the Swing package is distributed

to the user's machine aiong with the applet classes. The following code block is the portion in the

HTML file that defines the applet - the client agent. The Log.Window.class is the initial class to be
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loaded and displays the login window. There are three JAR files used. The Java Archive (JAR)

file format enables the developer to bundle multiple files into a single archive file. TypicaIly a

JAR file will contain the class fiies and auxiliary resources associated with applets and applica-

tions. The jatjar file is the JATLite package containing the classes for the transmission level.

Class lPRouterClientAction inthe class diagram and its supporting classes are contained in that

JAR file. The agentjar file contains all the classes of the client agent and resources such as

images used in the applet. The swingjar file contains the Swing package used by the client agent.

<APPLET CODEBASE = ".." CODE = "LogWindow.class" ARCHIVE =

'Jat.jar,agent.jar,swing"

WIDTH = 300 HEIGHT =250>

</APPLET>

For option number two using a Java Plug-in, the HTML file needs to be modified to specify

the use of Sun's JRE via the Java Plug-in Software. There is a specification written by Sun on how

to make the necessary changes, and also there is a free Java Plug-in Software HTML Converter

that will automatically make the changes to the HTML. The following code is the converted result

obtained by using the HTML converter on the original HTML. It will instruct the user to down-

load and install the Java Plug-in version I.4 in order to run the embedded applet. As you can

notice, the archive list does not include the swingj ar any more.

il-- Hrrr¿r coNVERTER -->
<OBJECT

classid:" clsid: CAFEEFAC-00 1 4-0000-0000-ABCDEFFEDCBA"
WIDTH : 300 HEIGHT :250

codeb ase:"http : I I jav a. sun. com/products/plugin/autodl/j install- 1

sion:1,4,0,0">
<PARAM NAME: CODE VALUE: LogWindow.class >
<PARAM NAME: CODEBASE VALUE :,,..,,)
<PARAM NAME : ARCHIVE VALUE : "jatjar, agentjar,,>

_4_0-win.cab#Ver-
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<PARAM NAME:"type" VALIIE:" applicati onlx-jav a-applet jpi-version:1 .4">
<PAIìÁlv{ NAME:" scriptable" VALUE:" false">

<COMMENT>
<EMBED

type:" application/x-j ava-appletjpi-version: 1 .4"

CODE : LogV/indow.class
CODEBASE: ".."
ARCHIVE :,, jat jar,ãgent j ar"

WIDTH: 300

HEIGHT :250
scriptable:false
pluginspag e:"htptlljava.sun.com/products/plugin/index.html#download")

<NOEMBED>
alt:"Your browser understands the &1t;APPLET&gt; tag but isn't mnning the applet, for some

reason.tt

Your browser is completely ignoring the &1t;APPLET&gt; tag!

</Ì'{OEMBED>
</EMBED>
</COMMENT>
</OBJECT>

<!--
<APPLET CODEBASE:".." CODE : LogWindow.class ARcHlvE:"jatjar,agentjar"

WIDTH : 300 HEIGHT :250>
alt:"Your browser understands the &lt;APPLET&gt; tag but isn't running the applet, for some

reason.t'
Your browser is completely ignoring the &lt;APPLET&gt; tag!

</APPLET>

:] 
-- " t*_CONVERTED_APPLET" -->
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CHAPTER 8 Designing The Service Agent

Service agents are stand-alone Java applications. They all provide client agents with queried

results in certain aspects and if necessary, save users' information into a database. By the types of

services they provide, the service agents are classified into five types: Central Agent, Web Moni-

tor Agent, Message Handle Agent, CGI Query Agent, and Submit Agent. The service agents are

registered with the router using their service names and passwords prior to any actual communi-

cation and the router rnaintains a registry containing the name password pairs. As long as the ser-

vice agents know where the router is located, they can log on and build connections to the router

and the router will forward all the queries from client agents to the right service agents.

The service agents depend on their knowledge bases to answer client agents' queries' The

knowledge base could be filted out with information in many ways, such as entering them manu-

ally and updating information from the later interactions with other agents. In the AEA system, all

the service agents' knowledge bases are initially empty, they need to obtain information from

other sources in order to answer the queries from client agents. Sources include useful programs

accessible from the Internet, such as CGI programs and Java Servlets. There are also other rea-

sons for service agents in the AEA system to communicate with other existing programs,

o Some information is already out there. It is easier to just "talk" to programs which have

access to that information than to build the same information. For example, if a student

wants information about a course which is already saved in a certain database, accessible

by some ASP programs on the University of Manitoba website, the service agent can just

ask that ASP program about the course information the student wants, and send the infor-
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mation back to the student. Meanwhile, service agents save that information to its knowl-

edge base for use in the same query next time'

. Some information is confidential. Service agents need external programs that can access

such confidential information source to process some client agent queries. For example,

when a student wants to register in the AEA, the system needs to validate if he or she is

currently registered at the University of Manitoba, otherwise, the system won't let the stu-

dent register. The student number and PIN number are needed to do such a validation

check, and by asking the student to enter the information and forwarding them to the pro-

gram running on the University of Manitoba website to validate them, the service agent

can achieve a high level of security without keeping any of students' confidential records

in its knowledge base.

8.1 Glass Diagram

Figure 8.1 shows the class diagram for service agents. The following is a brief description of

the figure.

RouterClientAction is an abstract class in the Routerlayer that contains methods for sending

and receiving messages. Any class that needs to have this capability must inherit from this class

and implement its ActQ method.

CentralAgent mainly handles administrative functions and manages users' profiles.

CGIAccess is a class that provides methods to communicate with server side programs such as

CGI programs and Java servlets. Several service agents use its support to query programs outside

the system.
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MessageHanrJleAgent is a class that controls the system's message flow. Its major task is to

redirect messages to appropriate receivers based on the course the messages are related to.

QuerytCourse is a class that gets course information from external programs'

OuerytStucJents is a class that gets information about students who register in a course from

extemal progams.

RandomGenerator is a class that generates random multi-digit characters. It has control over

the types of character to use and number of digits to generate. It is used by the CentalAgenl class

to generate validation codes for the client agent's submit function.

SingleQuery is a class that represents one query instance. It is composed of QueryCourse,

QueryStudents and ValidationQuery classes. Class CGIQueryAgent caninvoke multiple instances

of this class to handle multiple requests.

CGIOueryAgent is a class that processes requests involving external programs.

SubmitAgent is a class that manages the work of the submitting and marking functions.

UkLht"fo is a class that dictates the properties of a IJRL, and provides methods accessing and

setting those properlies.

ValidationOuetfi is a class that validates students' and professor's information through exter-

nal programs.

WebMonitorAgent is a class that processes requests regarding monitoring websites.

WebAgent is a class that does the actual monitoring of all requested websites.
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CGlQueryAgent

validateStudent0
getSerializeableUrl0:object
returnErr0:boolean

parseResult0
readFile0:boolean
sendResult0

lookforCourse0
parseCourselnfo0
formatCourseNumber0

ActQ:boolean
processMessage0
IoadData0:boolean

Act0:boolean
processMessage0
addNewEntry0

-<> 

aggregation

- > dependencY
-C 

interface support __-> inheritance

Figure 8.1 Service Agents Class Diagram
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8.2 The Gentral Agent

The Central Agent (CA) is the core service agent. It handles most of the requests sent by client

agents by either forwarding them to other service agents or forking proper procedures to process

the requests.

8.2.1 Authentication Function

One important function for the Central Agent (CA) is the authentication process. It is the first

process the CA will perforrn for client agents. As with any other user specific system, authentica-

tion is crucial to both the system's security and user identification.

user reguest

if login request

if succeed if succeed

Figure 8.2 Authentication Procedure

user log in

1I new user
identify request

through externalÍalidate user

add user to KB
los in first time

user log in
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The diagram shown in Figure 8.2 illustrates the flow of the authentication process. Basically it

includes two type of processes, one for user login requests and the other for user registration

requests. The details of those processes are listed below.

1. If a user logs in with user name "newuser" and password "newuser", the registration window

will prompt and ask for identification details in order for the CA to process the registration.

These details include the user's student number and PIN number which are used to register at

the U¡iversity of Manitoba. If a user logs in with a user name other than "newuser", the user

name and password are sent to the CA for validation.

2. For a new registration request, the CA forks a process which will send a query containing the

user's identification to an external program. In this case, the extemal program is an ASP pro-

gram from the University of Manitoba website handling students requests for their academic

histories.

The external program processes the request by validating the information with the official

database and returns the results back to the CA. If the student number and PIN number combi-

nation doesn't pass the validation, one of two reasons will be given to the CA; either the stu-

dent number does not exist or the PIN number is wrong. Otherwise, the student's academic

information will be returned. In these cases, all the information is transmitted in an HTTP for-

matted data stream from the extemal program to the CA, and the CA parses the data stream

and determines the content of the response by looking for certain keywords.

If tlre student passes the validation, the CA will ask him to enter a user name and a password

in order to create a new account in the AEA system. After the CA makes sure the student's

inputs are valid, i.e., the user name is unique and the password is between 4 and 8 characters

long, it will create a new account and send an approval message to the client agent which will

J.

4.
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log the student into the AEA system for the first time with the new user name- If the student

failed the validation, the CA wilt send a failure message to the client agent which will go back

to the registration window and wait for new input'

5. For a user's log on request, the CA will fork a process to check its own knowledge base (KB)

which in this case is an mSQL database. The user provides a user id and a password and the

CA validates them. If the user's information is right, the CA will send the client agent an

approval message and the user will be logged on to the AEA system. If the user's information

is wrong, the CA will retum one of two erïor messages to the client agent, either the user does

not exist or the password is wrong, and the client agent will return to the login window again

for the user to correct his information.

8.2.2 Profile Function

Each user's profile includes mainly their course list and associated web IIRL list. The course

list is a list of courses under a specific user's account. For students, it is a list of courses they are

taking or took. For instructors, it is a list of courses they are teaching. For technicians, it is a list of

courses they need to maintain the labs for. For TA's, it is a list of courses they are teaching assis-

tants for. Almost ail of the communication among client agents and between client agents and ser-

vice agents are based on the course list. A user's IIRL list contains a list of website addresses that

the user wants to monitor. Every time a user logs on his or her client agent, the CA will get the

profile for this user from its knowledge base and send it back to the client agent. This is the first

step before ali other profile related actions occur and can be called profile inítialization. After the

client agent obtains the initial profile for the user and displays it to the user, it can receive further

action taken by the user and send cortesponding requests to server agents.
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There are four types of client agents, and there are, colrespondingly four different ways to

update the course list. Figure 8.3 illustrates the general procedures the CA will go through to add

a course, and they are different based on the client agent type. Following the diagram are the

details of those procedures.

Figure 8.3 Adding A Course

For a student agent, courses that the agent can have under its course list are every course being

held in the university. Whether the student is taking that specific course or not is not under the

system's consideration. Based on the student agent's functions described earlier, there is no such

function that will affect a course in a harmful way. Also, a student should be able to get informa-

check course in
through KB

CA process
to see if need

verify through
extemal progra info through extemal

send course info/update profilesend emor message
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tion and give feedback as to when he or she is auditing a course, so the CA will not validate the

real registration when a student agent submits a request to add a course. The following describes

the procedures to add a course to a student agent.

1. A student asks to add a course to the course list. The student agent sends a request with a

course number the student provides to the CA.

Z. The CA will first check its knowledge base to see if that course's information is already there.

If the check is positive, the CA will send back the information and update the profile for that

student in its knowledge base. If the check is negative, the CA will fork a process to send a

request to an external program which will validate the course. In this case, the external pro-

gram is a ASP program on the University of Manitoba website providing course information

including the course name, number, department and facuity name, and the time slots it is held

in.

The externai program performs its search and sends back the results to the CA- If it f,rnds a

match to the course number, it witl send all the related information to the CA and the CA will

parse the results and record the necessary information into its knowledge base. The CA will

also update the student's profile and send a success response along with the course informa-

tion to the student agent. If the external program does not find a match to the course number,

it will send a response to the CA indicating that, and the CA will send an effor response to the

student agent.

If the student agent receives an effor response from the CA, it will teli the student that no such

course exists under the given course number by raising a warning window. If the student agent

receives a success response with course information, it will add the new course to the course

li st cate gor ized by faculti es and dep artments.

a

ll
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For professor agents, adding a course means the user (i.e. professor) is teaching the course.

The CA must check with an authorized source to make sure the professor is in fact teaching the

course. This is one more step different than the procedures with the student agent. The following

describes the procedures for the CA to add a course to a professor agent.

1. A professor makes a request to add a course to the course list. The professor agent sends a

request with the course number and professor's employee number to the CA. The employee

nurnber is also saved as part of the professor's profile and the pulpose is to provide informa-

tion for necessary validations.

2. Before the CA searches for the course information, it forks a process to send a request to an

extemal program along with the course number and the employee number. The external pro-

gram is a ASP program providing instructors with information about courses they are teaching

including a complete registered student list with contact information. If the course number and

employee number combination passes the check point, the program will send back to the CA

the student list, or otherwise an error message indicating that the professor is not teaching the

course.

3. If the professor is eligible to add the course (i.e., he or she is teaching the course), the CA will

go through the same procedures described previously for the student agent in order to add the

course. If not, the CA will send an elror response to the professor agent.

4. Upon receiving the response from the CA, the professor agent will either add the course or

display an error message the same way that a student agent does.

For a TA agent, the courses on the course list are that the TA is assisting. The professor teach-

ing one course will assign the TA or TAs for the course using his or her professor agent. A TA can

only add a course to his or her TA agent after the professor assigns his or her user id as the TA of
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the course. This is the basic authentication rule for a TA to add a course. The details of how a TA

is assigned will be discussed later in this chapter as one of the service agent's functions. The fol-

lowing describes the procedures for the CA to add a course to a TA agent.

i. A TA asks to add a course to the course list. The TA agent sends a request with the course

number and the TA's user id to the CA.

2. The CA checks its knowledge base to see if the TA's user id was assigned as a TA of the

course indicated by the course number.

3. If the check is positive, the CA will simply send a response with the course information to the

TA agent and update the TA's prof,rle in its knowledge base. If the check is negative, the CA

will send an elror response to the TA agent.

4. The TA agent will analyze the response and either add the course to the list or display an elror

message.

For a technician agent, there is no checking rule when a technician wants to add courses on to

the technician agent. The CA will take the same procedures as it does for a student agent to add

the course and will update the technician's profile.

The CA also manages the user's llRL list as parl of the profile. Figure 8.4 shows the control

flow of the procedures. These procedures are the same for all types of client agents. When a user

wants to add a website URL to his or her watch list, the client agent sends a request to the CA

containing the URL list. Upon receiving the request, the CA will first check the user's profile to

see if the URL is already listed there. If so, the CA will simply send a message back to the client

agent indicating that, otherwise, it will forward this request to the Web Agent (WA). The details

of how the WA processes the request and obtains information about the URL will be described

later in this chapter. After the CA gets the result back from the WA, it will examine the result to
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see if the IIRL has been resolved. If the result is positive, meaning that the website that the URL

pointing to is reachable and the WA has successfully got the site information, the CA will record

the URL into the user's profile and send the IIRL's information to the client agent. If the result is

negative, meaning the URL is not valid or the website is not accessible, the CA will send an effor

message back to the client agent.

Figure 8.4 Adding URL Procedure

As part of the profile function, the CA also handles requests for deleting courses or web IJRLs

from a user's profile. 'What the CA does is simply removes the deleted items from the user's pro-

file in its knowledge base. All the information about the courses stay and is ready to be sent to the

o see if URL exists
send err msg to client

CA pass IIRL to Web Agent

Web Agent process URL

Web Agent retum result to
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client agent if it request it later. The URLs information is not saved because every time a URL is

requested, all the information about it must be obtained in real time so that it reflects the URL's

present status.

8.2.3 Other Functions

There are also other functions that the CA performs to operate the system' They include:

Assigning a TA. When a professor agent wants to assign a TA(s) to the course(s) he or she

is teaching, the request goes to the CA along with the course number and the TA's user id

for the AEA system. The CA validates all the information including the correctness of the

TA's id, and updates its knowledge base with the information by setting the TA for the

course. If there was a TA assigned to the course before, that information will be overwrit-

ten by the new one. If there are more than one TA for a course, the professor will send all

of their user ids separated by commas. The CA then records multiple TAs for that course.

Submitting work. As mentioned before, the student agent has the ability to submit the stu-

dent's work, such as assignments, to the appropriate agents. When a student tries to use

this function, the system generates a temporary web page for the user to select the desired

file from the iocal file system and the work type, and then submits it. The CA is responsi-

61e for generating this page. First, it creates a random 20 digit code and saves it with the

student's id into its knowledge base. It then generates an HTML file named with the code

and sends the URL of the file back to the student agent. After the student submits his or

her work, the student agent sends the CA a notification message and the CA removes the

temporary HTML file from its file system. The random number is also a security check

point for use when another service agent handles the student's actual submitting, and will

be explained in a later sections.
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8.3 The GGI Query Agent

Tlie CGI Query Agent (CQA) is responsible for dealing with all the external programs thatare

used in the system. As mentioned before, the Central Agent must get cefiain information from

extemal programs and it actually does this through the CQA. Therefore, the main function that the

CQA has is to provide the CA with services that involve external programs. It includes obtaining

the course information for the CA when a client agent asks to add a course. It also includes vali-

datilg the student's and professor's identification when they register with the AEA system, and

the professor's identification when he or she adds a course to the client agent. The CQA usually

forks multiple threads for these tasks, because the processing time relies heavily on the external

progïams and the network connection. Thus the CQA is open for new requests while other threads

wait for their results.

The CQA also serves the client agents directly. The client agent sends requests to the CQA

and the CQA does its query with external programs and returns the results back to the ciient agent.

Usually the result in this situation is not required to be recorded into the knowledge base. One

such function is to get student lists for professor agents. A professor agenthas the ability to list all

the registered students' information including their names, student numbers and contact phone

number. The professor agent sends this request directly to the CQA and the result is not saved

anywhere.

8.4 The Message Handle Agent

One major function the AEA system is to provide client agents with is the messaging system.

It enables users to send and receive instant messages to and from people related to any particular

course. Users don't need to know who those people are or what their user names are, they only
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need to specify which type of people they want to send the message to. Handling this messaging

function is the Message Handle Agent (MHA). The MHA receives messages associated with

couïse numbers. The final recipients of those messages are specified in four categories which are

the same as the four client agent types. The MHA looks up its knowledge base and find the corre-

spondi¡g users' user names based on the course number and the types of receivers, and then

relays those messages to each of the users.

8.5 The Submit Agent

The Submit Agent (SA) handles requests regarding the submitting of work and the marking

processes. The SA has a supporting Java servlet running as the work horse. The submitted files

are sent from each student agent's machine directly to the servlet. Figure 5.26 illustrates the work

flow of submitting a file and marking a file.

HTML
tll 121 Web Server

ùIU(]enI \gef rr

?l
Submit Servlet

TA Agent tel

t3l

tgl

Submit Agent KB

Figure 5.26 Submit Agent Work Flow

[1] The Central Agent creates a temporary HTML f,rle for student agents to submit work. The

HTML file specifies the servlet's path as the recipient of the inputs.

[2] After the web server gets the HTTP request, it forwards it to the waiting submit servlet.
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[3] The submit servlet receives all the data as an HTTP data stream. It extracts the file name,

user name and the file itself, then renames the file under a predefined naming convention and

saves it to a directory in the local file system'

14,5] The submit servlet composes a KQML message containing information about the new

fiie name and sends the user name to the SA through the router.

16l The SA updates the knowledge base with information coded in the message.

17,8] The SA sends a reminder message through the router to the TA agent responsible for

marking the submitted file.

[9,10] When a TA marks a file, the TA agent sends a message containing the mark, com-

ments, and the student's user name to the SA through the router.

[11] The SA updates the knowledge base with the information.

lI¿,l3lThe SA sends a reminder message through the router to the student agent who submit-

ted the file.

8.6 The Web Monitor Agent

The Web Monitor Agent (WMA) handles requests for adding new websites from client

agents. The WMA maintains a list of llRls that it is currently monitoring. The list includes every

distinctive website that users have requested to monitor in the past. The WMA regularly starts

queries to get the latest status of every IIRL on the list and saves the information into an arcay of

URL objects. Whenever there is a request coming in for a certain website's status, the WMA will

puil that information from the object anay and send it back in a KQML message. There is a

WebAgent class that does the actual querying to each website. It can be forked into many threads

and run individually. The following explains how it queries each website for status information,
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[1] The web agent sends a message through a socket that is corurected to the remote web

server requesting the header information for one specific web page that it serves.

l2llfthe remote web server returns the header information and provides the "Last-Modifica-

tion" field in it, the web agent will parse the results and look for the value for the "Last-Modifica-

tion" f,reld.

[3] If web agent can find the last modification date, it will pass it to the WMA which in turn

records it into its URL object array. The web agent then goes to sleep for a certain amount of time

before it wakes up and does the next round of queries. The last modif,rcation time will be used by

the web monitor tool in client agents.

t4] If the remote web server does not provide "Last-Modification" field within the header

information, the web agent needs to examine the checksum of the HTML document itself. If the

checksum is identical to the previous one, it then marks the web page unchanged, otherwise, it

¡rarks the examining time as the last modification time and pass it to the WMA.

8.7 Setup of Service Agents

The procedures to setup service agents are as follows,

[1] Start the JATLite router on machine I which is the same machine the web server is run-

ning on. The web server serves the HTML file containing the client agent applet. To start

the router, in a console on machine A, go to the JATLite directory, and type

> java P rotocol Layer. I P RouterActio n Routerlayer/Resou rce/routerscri pt &

This starts the router and it waits for messages.
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[2] Start the mSQL database engine on machine B. The database's location is pre-defined in

order for service agents to query it. To start the mSQL engine, in a console on machine.B,

type,

> msql2d &

This starts the database and all the tables are loaded.

[3] Start seruice agents by executing their classes. For example, to start the Central Agent,

type the following in a console,

> java CentralAgent

Those service agents can run on any machines available on the network as long as they

have access to the router machine and the database machine.

[4] Put the Submit servlet on machine A.It is supported and started by JSWDK (JavaServer

Web Development Kit) 1.0.1.
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GHAPTER 9 The AEA GUI

The previous chapters covered the design of the system. This chapter will demonstrate how

the system works by showing different use case scenarios. Also, it will go through the main func-

tions featured in the client agent and their corresponding interfaces.

. Login, registration windows

This window is a user's entry point to the client agent. As described before, there are four

types of client agents that auser can log into: student agent, professor agent, TA agent and techni-

cian agent. Correspondingly, there are four image buttons a user can click on to login with their

user name and password. If the user is new, he or she can use the user name and password combi-

nation of "newuser" and "newuser" to enter the registration session. Any of the four image but-

tons can be used for registration. The specific agent type can be decided in a later process.
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& Gomputer Eng¡neering
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Figure 9.2 shows the registration window. In the case of a new registration, after the user

enters into the register session, identification information will be asked in order for the server to

validate him or her to see if the user is eligible to register onto the AEA system. The information

for students is the combination of their student number and PIN number with which they could

use to register in a regular university sessions. This method applies to TAs too, because being a

registered student usually is the first requirement to apply for a TA. The information needed for a

professor or technician to register with AEA is a little bit different. Since they don't have the same

identification (student number and PIN number) as students do, and their population is far smaller

than the students, the registration information could be put into the system prior to their registra-

tions by an administrator. Another piece of information is the user name which is used to log onto

the AEA system. After the user is identified successfully and the user name provided is unique

fi'om existing users in AEA system, he or she will be led to set up the password. Otherwise, the

user will be led back to the previous window to enter the identification information again.

After entering and confirming the password, the user submits the information un¿"*itl log into

the AEA system for the first time and enter the main window.

In the case of an existing user login, the client agent will send his or her user name and pass-

word to the service agent for validation. If they pass, the user will enter the main window.
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Figure 9.2 Registration Window

" The Main window

The main window (shown in Figure 9.3) is the front entrance for all the features that the client

agent provides. It contains three image buttons: the "Course List" button, the "View Message"

button and the "Help" button. As described before, most of the features tkwt a client agent has are

based on the course list (a list of courses thaf a student can enroll in or a professor teaches, etc.).

The "Course List" button loads up the "Course List" window which contains all the tools provid-

ing available functions. The "View Message" button loads up the function "view message" in the

message tool. This provides users with a convenient and speedy way to check the messages in his

or her agent in one step. The "Help" button loads up a window containing concise information on

how to begin using the client agent. The blank area in the middle is an information board for

major functions that a client agent provides. For instance, it will display a message after the user

logs on if there are new messages or new assignments for this user.
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Figure 9.3 Main Window

' The Course List Window

The Course List Window (shown in Figure 9.4) contains all the functions that a client agent

provides. The following sections will cover all the functions and their corresponding interfaces.

The first thing a new user needs to do is to add course(es) to their course list. V/ithout a course list

containing courses, the client agent does not have much to do. There are some differences on

guidelines about adding courses among different types of client agents. Student agents can add

any course he or she wants to, and it doesn't need to be officially registered by the user. This is

based on the assumption that a student doesn't want to add courses they are not taking and that

student agents will not be able to affect other agents signif,rcantly. To a professor agent, adding a

course means the user is teaching that course and has access to important information about stu-

dents taking the course, thus the system needs verification to see if the user is designated to teach

the course before that course can be added onto the user's course list. As described earlier. the

professor agent has the responsibility to assign a TA for the course he or she is teaching. Only
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assigned TAs will be able to add the corresponding courses onto their TA agent. A technician usu-

ally deals with issues for many courses at once, and the information about which courses a techni-

cian can add is pre-authorizedby the administrator.

Figure 9.4 Course List Window

The general way of adding a course is using the six digit course number and then submitting

it. The corresponding server will first verify if the user is eligible to add the course and then pro-

cess the data and return either an error or the course information. such as the name of the course

and the department and faculty that offers the course. Meanwhile, the status window displays the

status of the process. Figure 9.5 shows the result of adding a course successfully for a student

agent. Note that a popup menu is available containing all accessible tools.

B4

Às5¡gnnrent trlessage
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Figure 9.5 Add Course

. The Message Tool & Bulletin Board

One of the functions that a client agent provides is sending and retrieving messages to and

from others, as well as posting and reading messages on and from a bulletin board. As described

before, the message tool and bulletin board are features available to all four types of client agents.

The message tools contains two components. One is the "compose component" which allows

users to compose and send a message; the other is "view component" which allows a user to view

received messages. There is also a bulletin board tool under the message category but with a dif-

ferent way of communicating. It allows a user to post and view messages in a news group fashion'

The "compose component" is similar to the email tools that we use everyday which provide an

editing and viewing interface for emails. The difference is that a regular email tool sends the

emails based on the receivers' email addresses provided, while the "cornpose component" sends

the messages based on the course selected. That is, the user needs to select a course in order to
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send out messages to course related

sage delivery. Figure 9.6 shows the

personnel, and no individual address is necessary for the mes-

menu used to launch these components,

. The Compose Message'Window

Figure 9.6 Menu

Figure 9.7 Compose Message
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Figure 9.7 shows the interface of the compose message window in a student agent. The title

bar displays the course number this message is related to. There is a recipient panel which lists

agent types other than the student agent, which means by selecting one recipient or more from the

recipient panel, this student can compose and send a message to any of these people related to the

course. The subject text f,reld holds the subject of the message, and the text areaholds the message

body. After finishing composing as the right part in Figure 9.7 shows, the user can click the

"send" button send the message. In this example, student "liu" composed a message to the

instructor of the course "024.370" asking a question.

" The View Message'Window

If there are new messages waiting for the user, a reminder message will be displayed on the

main window of the user's agent. For example, as the instructor of course "024.370", professor

"meng" will have the main window like the one shown on the left part of Figure 9.8 when he logs

on to his client agent. When he clicks the "View Message" image button, the "course list" win-

dow will be launched with the "view message window" open, as shown in the right figure in Fig-

ure 9.8. The upper part of the "view message" window holds a list of rnessages received by this

user, and each entry in the list contains the course number that the message is regarding, the

sender's id, the subject of the message and the date and time when the message was sent. The

lower part of the "view message" window holds the message content. The "Delete" button deletes

the message entries from the message list, and the "Reply" button will launch a compose window.
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Figure 9.8 View Message

" The Reply Message Window

Figure 9.9 shows the reply message window. The part on the left is the "reply message" win-

dow. It is a "compose message" window except that the receiver of the message is not editable. If

the receiver has logged on to his/her client agent when the message is received, there will be an

information window pop up saying a new message has been received. If the receiver's "view mes-

sage" window is opened when the message is received, it will be displayed on the "view message"

window automatically (shown as the right part in Figure 9.9) accompanied by a beep sound.
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Figure 9.9 Reply Message

" The Bulletin Board Window

There is also a bulletin board function in the message tools. It provides a discussion and com-

ment space for people related to any one course. People can post their comments and reply to the

others, and discuss questions and problems they have during the study of the course. Figure 9.10

shows the bulletin board window. The left part contains allthe current topic threads on the board.

The ones with a file icon are without replies, and those with folder icon have replies to them. By

selecting the thread on the left the content of the thread will be displayed on the right.
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Figure 9.10 (1) Bulletin Board

Figure 9.10 (2) Bulletin Board

The following describes the functions of the buttons on the bulletin board,

. The "Begin Topic" Button : Used to compose a message on a new topic. The field on the

right on Figure 9.10 will be clear for inputting new contents.

. The "Reply" Button : Used to start composing a reply to an existing message on the board.

Figure 9.10(2) illustrates this process.
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' The "Post Message" Button : Used to post a message to the bulletin board. The message

can either be a new message or a reply to a previous message, and it will be posted on the

board almost instantly.

The "Load Messages" Button : Used to reload the messages. If there are new messages not

yet displayed to this board, it will load them.

The "Close" Button : Close the bulletin board.

o The Submit Tool

The submit tool simplifies the way that students hand in their reports, assignments, or lab

reports. This tool can directly submit students' files to whoever is responsible for checking and

marking them, rather than students printing them and bringing them to a collecting box in front of

the TA's office. Of course in some cases, the reports or assignments are more easily done by

hand. For example, for assignments with mathematical equations and signs are not suitable to this

tool. It is designed for submitting of computer files on-line instead of frles in paper off-line. The

submit tool feature is available only to student agents.

Figure 9.11 displays the procedure for submitting a file. The "Submit" menu command can be

found under the "Assignment" menu, or the popup menu on the course. Figure 5.13(a) is the sub-

mit form created for the specific course. A type of either "Assignment" and "Lab Report" canbe

selected in the "select atype" drop-down list, and a number indicating the order of the assignment

or the lab report is listed in the "select a number" drop-down list. The "Browse" button is to bring

up a file dialog on the local machine so the user can select a file to submit.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9.11 Submit Form

" The Mark Tool

The mark tool provides a TA (or Instructor) with away of viewing and marking the submitted

files from students related to assignments and lab reports. V/hen the TA logs on to his/her client

agent, there will be a message stating that anew assignment has been submitted. There is a "Mark

assignment" menu under the "Window" menu which will bring up the mark tool. Figure 9.IZ(l)

shows the mark tool interface and an example of a TA viewing and marking a submitted assign-

ment.
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Figure 9.12 (2) Mark Tool

Figure 9.I2 (2) shows the interface of the mark tool. The upper part of the tool contains a

of files submitted to the TA. Each list item consists of the file type (assignment or lab report)

list

and
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the sequence number, the student user name and the submission time. For a marked item, the

rnark will appear at the front of the item. To view certain items, the TA selects it and clicks on the

"View File" button. A web browser containing the content of the submitted file will display, or a

specific application will be loaded according to the file type of the submitted file. Files with cer-

tain extensions belong to certain MIME types, and the web browser's configuration file contains

information on which application is for which MIME type. For example, if the frle is a PDF f,rle

with the file extension of ".pdf', the web browser will load Adobe Acrobat Reader to display that

file.

Figure 9.12 (3) Mark Tool

After the TA views and examines the submitted file, he or she will try to mark it just like

rnarking assignments and lab reports on paper. The first step to mark a file is selecting the file,

and then click on the "Mark" button. This will result in the upper portion of the "Mark Window"

containing the submission list being disabled and the lower portion containing the text area being

made editable. Also, the "Mark" button turns into a "Done" button to be used to finish marking

process. The TA lists his/her comments for the file in the text afea, as shown in Figure 9.12(3).
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After the TA f,inishes his/her comments, he or she will then click on the "Done" button, and a dia-

log will pop up requesting the final mark for this submitted file. After the final mark is entered,

this process of marking a submitted file comes to an end, and the item on the TA's submitted file

list is updated with the mark added to the front of the item which indicates that the file is marked.

The TA is also able to remove any of the listed items from the upper window.

u The View-Mark Tool

Tlre student agent has a View-Mark Tool which is designed to view marks the student has got

for assignments and other types of documents he or she has submitted. When the student logs on

to his or her student agent, a notification message will remind him or her of new marks in his cli-

ent agent. He can open the View-Mark tool from the "Assignment" menu or from the popup menu

on the course. Figure 9.13 shows the reminder message and the tool's interface. There are two

portions to the View-Mark tool. The upper portion is a list of all marks this student received, and

the lower portion is a display area for comments provided for each specific assignment or report.

Each of the entries in the list contains a description of the mark, including the final mark given,

the name of the assignment, the course number which the assignment is for, and the date and time

that the mark was given. Selecting an entry will display the corresponding comments in the lower

window. Also, the student can manage his or her mark list by deleting old ones from the list.
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. The Web Monitor Tool

Today's students are relying more and more on getting information from the Internet. They

are using the Internet as an ultimate altemative to libraries to write their reports or do other home-

work, and often the professors put class notes and assignments on their own website as well. The

web monitor tool is designed to assist users to manage and browse websites more efficiently. It

allows users to add websites of their own interest and monitor their updating information. The

web monitor tool can be loaded from the "'Window" menu. Fieure 9.14 shows the tool's interface

which consists of a table displaying websites' information. There are a group of function buttons

as well.
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Figure 9.14 Web Monitor Tool

The infonnation for each website includes the status of the site. the last modification date and

the last checking date. The status and modification date are checked by the AEA service agents

every 30 minutes and reported on the monitor. Thus, users can monitor whether those websites

have been updated recently to determine if it is necessary to visit them, or just use the web moni-

tor as a bookmark portal that can be accessed anywhere over the Internet. To add a new website to

the web monitor, the user can simply click the "Add" button, and an input dialog will pop up to

allow the user to enter the URL of the website that he or she wants to monitor. When the user

clicks ((OK" 
button, the new website will then be added onto the web monitor. Figure 9.15 shows

this process. Users can also remove websites from the monitor by selecting the website and click-

ing the "Delete" button.
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GHAPTER 1 O Conclusions & Future Work

10.1 Gonclusions

This thesis reviewed agent technology and some available software packages suitable for

developing a web based multi-agent system.

JATLite provides a robust agent infrastructure in which agents go through a message router to

exchange buffered messages between other agents on the Internet. It works well serving the mes-

sage based communicating needs for the AEA system.

The AEA system achieved the design goal which is to enhance the communication and inter-

action among people involved in an educational system. By providing users with a set of tools, the

system is able to reduce the effort users have to make to perform certain functions such as submit-

ting assignment. This will help students be able to focus more on studying. The system also dem-

onstrates that the concept of a multi-agent online system can be beneficial to a large scale

institute.

10.2 Future Work

' Security. Sensitive information is passed around in the AEA system, such as student num-

bers and PIN numbers. The security issue is important. JATLite only addresses the secu-

rity issue at a high level, which uses a user name and password combination for each agent

using the message router. Messages transmitted in data streams are not protected. If some-

one can intercept messages and spot what is inside, there is no point in deploying authenti-
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cation at a user level. The JSSE (Java Secure Socket Extension) package fJava] could be

used to increase the security of the system. It implements a Java version of SSL (Secure

Sockets Layer) fJava] and TLS (Transport Layer Security) protocols fJava] and includes

functionality for data encryption, server authentication, message integrity, and optional

client authentication. Using JSSE, developers can provide for the secure passage of data

between a client and a server. For the AEA system, the clients are both clients and ser¡¡ice

agents. The server is the router.

Functionality. There were several functions developed for each type of client agent in this

system, and they certainly cannot meet all the requirements. There is always room for new

functions that are suitable for such system. For example, the professor can put links to

resources related to the course on the Intemet to his agent. Students who take the course

can view those resources from their agents automatically.

Roles. The system supports four types of client agents corresponding to four different

roles. The administrator agent's interface was not developed, and its functions were ful-

filled by working directly on the mSQL database to update the agent's knowledge base.

There are also other types of client agents that may be necessary to work with the existing

ones, e.g., administrative roles like the secretary of the department.

Update. There are several external programs that agents in the system rely on for informa-

tion. If the location, name, or requesting parameters of those programs are changed, the

agents must update their internal processes in order to be able to continue to contact those

programs. Other work is to have such updates organized and given a generic interface to

make itoart of the administrator's function.
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